
Stability 
 
Stability refers to the ability of boats to resist turning over when subjected to external 
forces.  Since boats are longer than they are wide, stability usually refers to transverse 
stability. 
 
Transverse Stability 
Any floating body is subjected by two opposing vertical forces. One is the body's weight 
W, which is downward, and the other is the buoyant force BF, which is upward. The 
weight is acting at the center of gravity G and the buoyant force is acting at the center of 
buoyancy BO. W and BF are always equal and if these forces are collinear, the body will 
be in upright position as shown below. 
 
 

 
 
  
The body may tilt from many causes like wind or wave action causing the center of 
buoyancy to shift to a new position BO' as shown below. 
 
 

 
 



Metacenter 
Point M is the intersection of the axis of the body and the line of action of the buoyant 
force, it is called metacenter. If M is above G, BF and W will produce a righting moment 
RM, which causes the body to return to its neutral position, thus the body is stable. If M is 
below G, the body becomes unstable because of the overturning moment OM made by W 
and BF. If M coincides with G, the body is said to be just stable which simply means 
critical. The value of righting moment or overturning moment is given by: 
 

RM or OM = Wx = W(MG sinθ) 
 

The distance MG is called metacentric height. 
 

Metacentric height, MG = MBO ± GBO 
 
Use (-) if G is above BO and (+) if G is below BO. Note that M is always above BO.  
 
http://cereference.com/book/hydraulics/stability-floating-bodies#sthash.0T41uhQv.dpbs 
 
Equilibruim 
A vessel is said to be in stable equilibrium if, when inclined, it tends to return to the 
upright. If the centre of gravity (G) of a vessel is above the metacenter (M) the vessel is 
said to have a negative GM or a negative initial stability. A vessel in this state has a loll, 
i.e. it floats at an angle from the upright to one side or the other and there is a danger that 
it may capsize. 
 
ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/011/i0625e/i0625e02b.pdf 
 

 
Note that center of gravity does not need to be below center of buoyancy for stable boat. 
 
https://teacheratsea.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/ctrgrav_buoy_boats.jpg?w=530 



 
http://www.aljazeera.com/mritems/Images/2016/5/26/8bd4ec05e6ea41de98d4e73cde827
eb4_18.jpg 
 
 

 
 
http://www.allposters.com/-sp/Sailboat-Heeling-Over-in-a-Hiker-Yacht-Race-on-the-
Delaware-River-1870s-Posters_i9872816_.htm 



 

 
 

 
The Associated Press reports that the Cougar Ace tipped after her ballast was adjusted in 
the open sea. The resulting imbalance sent her over into the 60-degree list she is currently 



experiencing. As seen in the US Coast Guard photo above, her keel, rudder, and propeller 
are all out of the water. 
 
 

 
 
 
http://news.bbcimg.co.uk/media/images/74266000/jpg/_74266356_1.jpg 
 
 

 
 
http://media2.s-nbcnews.com/j/msnbc/components/slideshows/_production/ss-140416-
korea-ferry-sinking/ss-140416-korea-ferry-sinking-06.nbcnews-ux-1024-900.jpg 
 
 
 
 



MV Sewol 
The sinking of MV Sewol occurred on the morning of 16 April 2014, en route from 
Incheon to Jeju in South Korea. The ferry capsized while carrying 476 people, mostly 
secondary school students from Danwon High School (Ansan City).  The 6,825-ton 
vessel sent a distress signal from about 2.7 kilometres (1.7 mi) north off Byeongpungdo 
at 08:58 Korea Standard Time (23:58 UTC, 15 April 2014).  In all, 304 passengers and 
crewmembers died in the disaster. Of the approximately 172 survivors, more than half 
were rescued by fishing boats and other commercial vessels that arrived at the scene 
approximately 40 minutes after the South Korean coast guard. 
 
As of 17 April 2014, the ROK Coast Guard concluded that an "unreasonably sudden 
turn" to starboard, made between 8:48 and 8:49 a.m. (KST),[220] was the cause of the 
capsizing.  According to the Coast Guard, the sudden turn caused the cargo to shift to 
port, causing the ship to list and to eventually become unmanageable for the crew.[219] 
The existence of the sudden turn has been confirmed by the analysis of the ship's 
Automatic Identification System data. The crew of the ferry has agreed that the main 
cause was the sudden turn. Experts such as Lee Sang-yun, a professor and head of the 
environment/maritime technology institute of the Pukyong National University, have also 
agreed. 
 
Overloading and improperly secured cargo are also being seen as direct causes. The MV 
Sewol was carrying 3,608 tons of cargo, more than three times the limit of 987 tons. It is 
estimated that the actual cargo on the day of the accident weighed 2,215 tons, including 
920 tons of trucks, cars and heavy equipment, 131 tons of containers and 1,164 tons of 
general goods. the cargo included building materials destined for naval bases on the 
island of Jeju. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinking_of_MV_Sewol 
 
 


